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Lesson Purpose and Criteria 

 The purpose of this lesson is to explore social justice issues and their changemakers with an eye towards 

a modern application of the lesson learned. We will cover the following criteria: 

1. Explain the principles and ethical implications of the Earth Charter. 

2. Justify the significance of upholding the right of all living beings to a natural and social environment 

supportive of dignity, health and well-being in bringing about global sustainability. 

3. Explain how cultural diversity, tolerance, compassion, nonviolence and peace contribute to global 

sustainability. 

4. Discuss how access to education, health care and economic prosperity affect global sustainability. 

5. Examine situations and issues from a systemic perspective. 

6. Evaluate economic activity and institutions by their contribution to society in the larger ecological 

context.  

Preparation for Assignment 

 Define and explain the purpose of the Earth Charter – particularly Social Justice. Provide a general 

overview of the main pillars by reviewing the actual document as a class. Have students read the Social Justice 

pillar for homework. In one-minute speeches, have the students talk about the sub-section from Social Justice 

that appealed to them the most and why. 

 As a class, explore the history of Virginia Key and its relation to Lawson Thomas‟s Wade-In. Briefly 

introduce the book, “White Sands, Black Beach.” Based on video footage from the Virginia Key staff that 

discusses the social climate of segregation and what that meant in Miami, we will define Mr. Thomas as a 

changemaker. We will hone in on Mr. Thomas‟s plan at the Wade-In, what went according to plan, what did not 

and what the outcome was – Virginia Key Beach. In groups, students will discuss the pros and cons of the 

creation of Virginia Key Beach as it pertains to social justice and tie it in with one subsection from the Earth 

Charter. As a class, we will look at the actions that finally led to the dissolution of the colored beach. 

Speech Directions 

Patricia Hill Collins, a distinguished professor of Sociology, said “Most activism is brought about by us 

ordinary people.” For this project, we are going to explore different social activists from various places around 

the world to capture the essence of how an ordinary person becomes inspired to such accomplishments. You 

will choose a social activist in the greater Miami area that led the way on a significant change past or present. 

You will explore the problem or issue the social activist addressed, his or her life work and what we can learn 

from that work to be applied to a current issue. If the issue is still current, what suggestions are there moving 

forward?  



The body of your 5 – 6 minute speech should contain information that is either common knowledge or 

supported by your research. Three credible sources will be required, including one scholarly journal article. 

The remaining sources are open to your discretion. Extra credit can be earned by using extra sources. If you are 

unsure of which journals are scholarly, see the librarian. If you choose to use websites, be sure to properly vet 

the site for credibility, currency and accuracy. No Wikipedia! Also, sources for opening/closing/transitional 

quotes do not usually count – if you are unsure, ask me. I will be checking the validity of your sources and for 

plagiarism. Any false sources or plagiarism will lead to a zero for the assignment and/or a F in the course. I am 

grading you heavily on your research so highlighted oral citations in your outline and in your speech are critical.  

Include at least one literary device in bold and labeled from our Verbal Communication lecture in your 

speech and outline. More are encouraged to make your speech interesting. Remember that this is an informative 

speech so you will only inform the audience of the lesson learned, stopping short of persuading your audience 

to apply it. 

You will use www.canva.com to design a one-page poster. Be sure to choose the poster template. The 

poster should be a creative and largely visual representation of the issue and social activist. Avoid using too 

many words to convey the point. The Outline, References in the APA format, Poster and YouTube Video 

Practice link are due in the Blackboard dropbox before class on the first day of presentations.  

Point Breakdown 

 

Structure 8 points Introduction (attn grabber, thesis, preview), Transitions, Body adheres to 

organizational pattern, Conclusion (summary, restatement of thesis, last 

thought), Oral Citations 

Content 12 points Time 5 – 6 minutes, Avoided persuasive tones especially in main point 3 

and last thought, Each main point fully and logically supported, Overall 

analogy of context for lesson learned is sufficient to supported by original 

issue, Literary device in bold in outline and delivered in speech. 

Poster 6 points Color choices make sense based on American culture and topic, Attn 

grabber used (verbal or visual), Informs about issue and activist, Simply 

and creatively worded, Images supplement words and create visual 

message, Intuitive flow from top to bottom. 

Delivery 7 points Eyes (scanning entire audience, light use of notes, avoided looking at 

prezi), Gestures (use of box, one hand free from outline), Vocals (loud, 

articulate, use of „reporter voice‟), Use of outline not notecards 

Outline & 

References 

8 points Conforms to template, Use of keywords, Noted organizational pattern, Full 

oral citations included and highlighted, 1 scholarly journal article, 2 

additional credible sources, APA format of Reference page. 

Outline Draft 

& Video 

Practice 

5 points Outline draft submitted on time, Video practice a rough approximation of 

actual speech and completed on time 

Total 46 points  

 

http://www.canva.com/

